
Executive summary 

Diversity is one of the increasing concerns that organisation has to deal in is 

organisation and the market it operates in. With many studies addressed this global 

trend, there is merely any suggestion that can effectively capture the advantage 

underpinning in the diversity. A diversified team requires leader to implement 

different techniques in dealing with issues such as teamwork, motivation, 

performance, communication and also leadership. It is in urge for many organisations 

to develop and obtain talented leaders that have the ability to manipulate 

diversification. “Star Employee” programme is hope to capture the talent individuals 

within organisation, train those individuals with better understanding in diversity and 

hopefully gain abilities to capture the advantages of diversity. 

 

Literature Review 

There have been many studies addressing different issues in dealing with 

diversifications. Whether it is the cross-cultures, individual experiences or 

organisational cultures, it creates challenges and opportunities for manager while 

striving towards the organisational goal.  

 

There are studies concerning in diversity and recommendations made in order to ease 

its impact. From Kvedaraviciene and Boguslauskas’s (2010) study in company and 

national cultural diversity during outsourcing arrangements, Danciu’s (2010) 

emphasis on the importance to understand diversity during international negotiations, 

to Bouncken and Winkler (2010) and Brett, Behfar, and Kern’s (2006) studies in 

problems caused by team diversity, and Kuin’s (1972) suggestion of desired ability in 

manager to lead a diversified team. (Kvedaraviciene & Boguslauskas, 2010; Danciu, 

2010; Bouncken & Winkler, 2010; Brett, Behfar & Kern, 2006; and Kern, 1972) 

 

Despite those address and emphasise the importance in recognising diversity, there’s 

merely comprehensive suggestion that could achieve total success in managing people 



from different backgrounds. 

 

Introduction 

Today, businesses are dealing with customs in another region, nation, or continent 

easier than ever before. Individuals are moving to other locations and working 

different values and knowledge. This force businesses and managers to deal with 

others in diversified backgrounds. There are two types of diversity according to 

McFarlin and Sweeney’s (2003) study, the Cross-national Diversity deals with others 

in another nation and interaction with individuals in a specific country with different 

races, ethnics and experiences etc. (McFarlin & Sweeney, 2003, P.368) Diversity is a 

challenge for manager and organisation to overcome. It also represents an opportunity 

to release synergy once correctly handled. This study is to discuss the implementation 

of leadership developing programme that can potentially unleash synergy and capture 

the advantage of diversity. 

 

Discussion 

Diversity in workforce and business environment is now inevitable. It requires 

manager to be vigilant in dealing with others with different value, experience, belief 

and knowledge. It is also important for organisation to understand the potential impact 

from diversity and capture the opportunities within. Diversity is understood to cause 

potential issues in areas like teamwork, performance, motivation, communication and 

leadership. 

 

Teamwork 

According to McShane and Travaglione’s (2009) conclusion, team is a group of two 

or more people who interact with and influence each other, are mutually accountable 

for achieving common objectives, and perceive themselves as a social entity within an 

organisation. There are two different types of team, Homogeneous and heterogeneous 



teams. (McShane & Travaglione, 2009, P.266 & 273) In many countries like New 

Zealand, United States, and Australia, the existence of a purely homogeneous team is 

now considered very hard to find even in schools and military forces.  

 

Instead, heterogeneous team containing members from different backgrounds is a 

more common trend. The classical example is the Massey MBA students form study 

team with members from different nationality, age, gender and experience to complete 

team assignments. The ability to combine all diversified backgrounds can potentially 

release advantage in achieving the team goal. However, diversification can also lead 

to devastating failure if potential issues are not appropriately considered and solved. 

For example, if team cannot make effective progression on forming the value, and 

norm. It will likely to collapse and end up fail to achieve the team goal. 

 

Motivations 

Motivation drives individual to perform tasks and achieve results. McFarlin and 

Sweeney (2003) summarise and examine both basic types of motivation theories. 

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and Herzberg’s two-factor theory in the Content 

Motivation Theory comparing to Equity theory, Reinforcement theory, Goal theory 

and Expectancy theory in the Process Motivation Theory. (McFarlin & Sweeney, 2003, 

P.322-331). Individual team member somehow is motivated by different factors in 

performing group tasks. In this case, it relays on individual’s cultural background, 

social status, competencies and so on to determine the type of motivation is most 

effective to that individual. 

 

In this essence, individual from stronger power distanced culture according to 

Hofstede’s cultural dimension cited in McFarlin and Sweeney’s (2003) study is likely 

to be motivated by the need for self-actualisation in the content motivation theory. 

(McFarlin & Sweeney, 2003, P.119) This is also found by Uy, Murphy, and 

Greenwood’s (2010) study in diversification amongst western and eastern male and 



females. (Uy, Murphy, & Greenwood, 2010, P.13) Further example is that individual 

with more past achievements is likely to be motivated by different factors than 

individual who is young and ambitious to one’s career development. Discovering the 

accurate motivational factor for different team member is very important. Otherwise 

the likelihood of poor team performance or even team termination is likely to occur. 

 

Performance 

Performance of individual team member is the direct consequence of motives and it 

affects individual attributions within the team and further affects the effectiveness of 

the team. In this case, a highly effective team should be able to efficiently achieve 

team tasks within given timeframe to a satisfactory level. McShane and Travaglione 

(2009) suggest that team effectiveness is the extent to which a team achieves its 

objectives, achieves the needs and objectives of its members and sustains itself over 

time. (McShane & Traveglione, 2009, P.269) As team members have different 

background and hold different distinctive values. The motivational drive that strive 

the individual is somewhat different which varies one’s performances. McFarlin and 

Sweeney (2003) mention that individualism and collectivism dimension is the most 

widely studied cultural dimension while they evaluate Hofstede’s six cultural 

dimensions in their publication. (McFarlin & Sweeney, 2003, P.118-119) For an 

example, individual from collectivism culture may weight higher to team mutual 

performance whereas individualism cultural individual might strive for personal 

achievement within the team.  

 

Giving the fact that member within a diversified team will weight individual 

performance and group performance differently. It is very important that performance 

measure to be implemented accordingly so individual would not be measured against 

efforts. In this case, it is best to have a balance in group performance and individual 

performance measures that enable accurate rewards to member’s performance as an 

individual as well as a team. Wrongfully implemented performance measures will 



potentially harm individual’s motivation that can potentially cause disconnection with 

the rest of the team and eventually cause team dysfunction.  

 

Communication 

As McShane and Travaglione (2009) describe communication channel in their study 

as sender form and encode message to transmit to receiver, receiver then decode and 

interpret the message, receiver form and encode feedback to transmit back to sender, 

and lastly sender receive and decode the feedback. (McShane & Travaglione, 2009, 

P.327) (Exhibit 1) During the communication process, the encode message can be 

easily decode and interpret incorrectly. Misunderstanding in communication is one of 

the courses that likely to cause conflicting situation.  

 

Misunderstanding message content from diversified team member can lead up to a 

devastating situation. In this case, cultural context is recognised by McFarlin and 

Sweeney (2003) as one era that could potentially cause miscommunication. They 

summarise that country like New Zealand and Australia have low cultural context that 

embed meaning directly into the message. High cultural context countries such as 

China and Japan are likely to hide message within the message. (McFarlin & Sweeney, 

2003, P.195-197) (Exhibit 2) Furthermore, communication styles amongst genders, 

and various experiences are different as well. Adapting an appropriate communication 

style is vital for team members and managers to reduce conflict in miscommunication. 

 

Leadership 

Both McFarlin and Sweeney (2003), McShane and Travaglione (2009) acknowledge 

the subject of leadership has been vastly researched and studied. Chrobot-Mason, 

Ruderman, Weber, Ohlott, and Dalton (2007) summarised from O’Connor and Quinn 

(2004), Van Velsor and McCauley’s (2004) studies and define the leader is individual 

with formal organisational authority who engage in processes and actions that lead to 

shared direction, alignment and commitment. (McFarlin & Sweeney, 2003, P.333) 



(McShane & Travaglione, 2009, P.414) (Chrobot-Mason, Ruderman, Weber, Ohlott, 

& Dalton, 2007, P.2016) As individual’s personalities and other backgrounds are 

different, there is a number of existing leadership styles that has proven to be 

successful. 

 

Leader provides direction and motivation to the members, it is very important for the 

leader to use appropriate styles to ensure that the team effectively achieves its 

objectives within acceptable timeframe. Leading a diversified team is extremely 

difficult for leader as individual motives are different from one’s background. For 

example, the desire of individual achievement is likely a motive to western team 

member whereas eastern member may satisfy more from team achievement. It is 

important that leader utilises various knowledge and techniques to motivate the 

diversified team in achieving team objective effectively. 

 

Recommendation 

In light of developing successful manager that is capable to explore and utilise 

advantages in diversified team. It is necessary for organisation to set up a programme 

that gathers talent individuals across departments, regions and countries. “Star 

Employee” programme selects individual with the best attributions to organisation 

from various performance measures. Once individuals are selected and gathered, the 

organisation then shall establish a team that contains different personal backgrounds. 

Working together through a number of projects over a considerable length of time, 

those individuals then is ready to take up leadership roles in the organisation and will 

have the knowledge in leading and participating in a diversified organisational 

environment. 

 

Teamwork 

The programme shall form selected individuals into a team that members from a 

diversified background. Working under this diversified environment will enable 



individual member to gain sufficient experience in working effective alongside others 

with different viewpoints and achieve team objectives effectively. 

 

Motivation 

The motivation to selected individuals is the opportunity to progress to a leadership 

role at the end of programme. Along with monetary rewards that individual will 

qualify for after successfully completing the programme, the social recognition within 

the organisation is another mean of motive for individual to participate such 

programme. 

 

Performance 

Whilst the motive amongst different individual differs, the aim for the performance 

measure is to ensure that individuals fulfil both personal and group tasks. In this case, 

the performance shall focus on measuring both individual achievement and team 

achievement. Grand rewards base on both objectives stimulate individual to perform 

well under both situation and capture the highest reward. 

 

Communication 

One of the key objectives for the programme is for individual to gain ability to 

interpret messages accurately from diversified members and also obtains skills to 

communicate effectively with others from all walks of life. Regular communication 

shall occur amongst members in the programme at minimum. However, it is 

understandable that sometime geographical locations affect the opportunity for face to 

face communication. To such extent, regular teleconferences that allow individuals to 

see each other’s faces is very necessary. 

 

Leadership 

Throughout the programme, each individual shall have the opportunity to lead the 

team working on a given project. Providing such opportunity ensures that individual 

develop and define one’s leadership style in a diversified team environment. This also 



enables the individual be ready to take up leadership role with well established 

knowledge in leading diversified team.  

 

Limitation 

Despite the programme gives individual an opportunity to learn the best way to 

capture advantages while leading a diversified team. However, it can also be quite 

costly for organisation to roll out such programme.  

 

In case of a multinational organisation gathering its “Star employee” from all corners 

of the world, the selection criteria is very difficult for the organisation to determine 

without any favours and biases. 

 

The location of the programme is also a difficult agenda as it involves cost and 

operational effectiveness.  

 

And finally the cost of individual’s travel, living and family arrangements can be 

somewhat costly to the organisation as well.  
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Exhibits 

1. Communication Channel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Source: Diagram retrieved from McShane & Travaglione, 2009, P.327, “The Communication Process Model”) 
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2. Communicating between different culture contex 

 

Communication Feature Low Context High Context 

General Approach Direct/explicit Indirect/complex 

Degree of precision Literal/exact Approximate/relative 

Dependence on words High Low 

Nonverbal dependence Low high 

View of silence Negative; poor/no 

communication 

Positive; good 

communication 

Attention to details High Low 

Value placed on intentions Low  High 

(Source: Victor, D. A. (1992), International Business Communication, 153, New York; Harper 

Collins. Adapted by McFarlin & Sweeney, 2003, P.196, Exhibit 6.9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


